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iPhone 3G Portable GeniusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
You love your iPhone 3G and you’ve found out that it’s mighty simple to use out-of-the-box, but you might not know that some of its most useful and powerful features are hidden away in obscure parts of the system. You’ve found out that your iPhone 3G doesn't get in your way when you're trying to be productive or creative, but...
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Schrodinger's Rabbits: The Many Worlds of QuantumJoseph Henry Press, 2004
"Usually quantum fuzziness appears only in ultratiny arenas, on a scale smaller than a golf ball to the degree that the golf ball is smaller than Texas. But nowadays, in labs around the world, scientists are plotting to release quantum weirdness from its subatomic prison. Before too long, quantum news won't be just for the science section...
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Introducing HTML5 (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2010

	Suddenly, everyone’s talking about HTML5, and ready or not, you need to get acquainted with this powerful new development in web and application design. Some of its new features are already being implemented by existing browsers, and much more is around the corner.

	 

	Written by developers who have been using the new...
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Adobe After Effects CS6 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2012


	Adobe® After Effects® CS6 provides a comprehensive set of 2D and 3D tools

	for compositing, animation, and effects that motion-graphics professionals,

	visual effects artists, web designers, and film and video professionals need.

	After Effects is widely used for digital post-production of film, video, DVD,

	and web...
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Mongoose for Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Mongoose is all about putting the data model where it should be: in your application. You can control everything from within your application in JavaScript, eliminating the need to work with the database or a separate management system.


	Mongoose for Application Development is a practical, hands-on guide that takes you from...
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Matplotlib Plotting CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	This book follows a cookbook style approach that puts orthogonal and non-redundant recipes in your hands. Rather than rehashing the user manual, the explanations expose the underlying logic behind Matplotlib.

	

	If you are an engineer or scientist who wants to create great visualizations with Python, rather than yet another...
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MPLS Configuration on Cisco IOS  SoftwareCisco Press, 2005
MPLS Configuration on Cisco IOS  Software is a complete and detailed resource to the configuration of  Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) networks and associated features. Through  its practical, hands-on approach, you'll become familiar with MPLS technologies  and their configurations using...
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Operating Systems Design and Implementation (3rd Edition) (Prentice Hall Software Series)Prentice Hall, 2006
The definitive, up-to-date introduction to operating systems: 
Core principles plus hands-on examples with the new MINIX 3 operating system

 

The...
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Advanced PHP for Web ProfessionalsPrentice Hall, 2002
The goal of this book is to help you get a better grasp of PHP, to learn some of the less commonly used features, and to help you build some applications that are useful in your work or hobbies. I hope it gives you some ideas on how to make your own applications easier to code and easier to use.


...
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Quartz 2D Graphics for Mac OS X(R) DevelopersAddison Wesley, 2006
On Mac OS X, Macintosh developers depend on the graphics and imaging frameworks of the Core Graphics system to implement multimedia features in their applications. With Core Graphics Apple has answered the increasing demands of graphics developers with a powerful collection of tools, including Quartz 2D and Core Image. Quartz 2D is a modern drawing...
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Blues Guitar For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Packed with musical examples, chord charts, and photos
    
    Re-create the sounds of the blues masters--without reading music!
    
    Want to play the blues? Can't read music? No problem! This fun, accessible guide shows you how to play blues scales, chords, progressions, riffs, and solos. From Delta blues and modern blues...
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CCNP TSHOOT 642-832 Official Certification GuideCisco Press, 2010
CCNP TSHOOT 642-832 Official Certification Guide is a best-of-breed Cisco® exam study guide that focuses specifically on the objectives for the CCNP® TSHOOT exam. Senior instructor and best-selling author Kevin Wallace shares preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of weakness and...
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